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ABSTRACT
PHOTON STATISTICS FOR A Q-SWITCHED LASER
Name: Ashour, Hassan
The University of Dayton, 1996
Advisor: Dr. Leno M. Pedrotti
The main objective of this work is to study the rapid dynamics of the laser field 
quantum mechanically; in particular, to study the evolution of the photon statistics when the 
atomic gain media and the field have similar characteristic time scales. This case can be 
found, for example, in Q-switched lasers, since during a Q-switched pulse the field changes 
appreciably during an atomic lifetime. We have constructed the equations of motion for the 
probability of finding a given number of photons in a laser system Q-switched by using an 
active shutter. We employ a density matrix approach. Our results are applicable for a 
situation in which the atomic dephasing rate is the fastest rate in the system. To our 
knowledge the theory presented in this thesis is the only fully quantum mechanical 
treatment valid for arbitrary atomic and cavity decay rates. We have numerically integrated 
the equations of motion for the joint density matrix for the field and the atoms to obtain 
the photon probability distributions at different times during the evolution of the light field. 
In order to perform the numerical integration we assumed that the probability that a single 
atom in the gain medium is in a given atomic state could be separated from the joint
iii
probability of another atom being in a given state and having a given number of photons in 
the field. This factorization ansatz leads to very reasonable behavior for the evolution of the 
mean number of photons in the field. We find that during rapid field dynamics, a laser field 
tends to have more intensity noise than a steady state laser of the same average photon 
number. However, the probability distributions we obtain can unphysical behavior at times 
near a peak in the evolution of the average number of photons. This unphysical behavior 
seems to be restricted to photon numbers for which the probabilities of average photon 
number are very small (i. e. in the wings of a peaked photon number distribution).
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this work is to study the rapid dynamics of the laser field 
quantum mechanically. In particular, we have developed a formalism from which the 
photon statistics (intensity noise properties) can be extracted at any time during the field 
evolution. Our theory is valid for arbitrary relative lifetimes of the atoms and the cavity but 
is limited to situations in which the coherence dephasing rate is the fastest rate in the 
system. This situation holds in many laser systems. By rapid dynamics, we mean that the 
field changes appreciably during an atomic lifetime. This case can be found in Q-switched 
lasers. We have constructed the equations of motion of the photon probability distributions 
of a laser system Q-switched by active means. The equations governing the evolution of 
reduced density matrix for the field are cast in a form which can be implemented on a 
computer. We have had only partial success in the numerical integration of these equations. 
In order to obtain statistical information about the field, a treatment in which the field is
quantized is required. The problem attacked in this thesis has a simple semi-classical 
solution, but this solution only gives information about the average number of photons 
produced by the laser system. The outcome of our approach gives, in addition, the 
probability distribution for finding n photons from which one could calculate the variance 
in measured photon number.
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This thesis includes five chapters. In Chapter II we review the elementary basis of 
the quantum mechanical foundation of the quantum theory of lasers. In particular, in this 
chapter we review the development of the equations of motion for the photon probability 
distribution in the so-called good cavity limit in which the field dynamics vary7 on a timescale 
which is long compared to that of an individual atom. Chapter III extends this theory into 
the regime where the field and atom dynamics have similar timescales. This chapter 
constitutes the primary new work contained in this thesis. In Chapter IV we review the 
basic principles of Q-switching. In Chapter V we present numerical results for the 
evolution of the field using both the simple rate equation approach (which gives 
information only about the photon number in the field) and using the full quantum 
mechanical formalism developed in Chapter III, from which information about the photon 
statistics can also be gleaned. Finally, summary information is given in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTER II
PRINCIPLES OF THE QUANTUM THEORY OF A LASER
Introduction
In this chapter we develop the standard quantum theory of the laser in a form
which is applicable to what is called the “good cavity limit”. In this limit, the atomic decay
rates are taken to be much faster than the rates governing the evolution of the laser field in 
the cavity. This problem was first treated some thirty years ago. This section is closely 
related to material presented in references 1, 2, and 3. As stated in the previous chapter, the 
work presented in this thesis is a first step towards a treatment of the more general case in 
which the atom and field dynamics have similar timescales. That treatment is the subject of 
Chapter IV in this thesis.
Quantization of the Radiation Field
The energy residing in the radiation field is given by the sum of the electric and
magnetic field energies integrated over all space
H (1)
3
(2)
Expanding the field in normal modes with proper normalization we have
£ = /^o)' 2^sinV
and
b=T cos V.
s
(3)
where Ms is a constant with a dimension of mass which will be related to a fictitious
mass, q5 for the field oscillator is the normal mode amplitude with a dimension of length,
SJT S71C
ks = —, with 5 = 1,2,3,....,Q5 =----- is the cavity eigen frequency, and K is the effective
JS L
volume of the optical resonator. The pre-factors are chosen to mirror the Hamiltonian of 
the simple harmonic oscillator, which is a formally identical problem.
Inserting equations (2) and (3) into equation (1) and integrating gives
H = (4)
1
Equation (4) has the form of the Hamiltonian for an assembly of simple harmonic 
oscillators of mass Ms, frequency £ls, position coordinate qs ,and momentum ps = Msqs. 
Each mode of the field is now quantized by letting
= (5-a)
and
[A.A-] = = 0- (5-b)
We now make the usual transformation to the annihilation and creation operators as and
4
as =[2MshSisr''\Msnsqs+ips)
a; =[2MJfifij-,,2(A/JnA-'k)-
(6)
(7)
Substituting equations (6) and (7) into equation (4) leads to the familiar expression
H = h^[a\as+^s, (8)
where a+s is the creation operator and as is the annihilation operator for the s-th mode of the
h
field and h =---- , where b is the Planck constant. The commutation relations of a* and a,
2n
are found from equations (5) to be
[aJ,a+J = ^.„ (9-a)
and
[a,as.] = [o*.,,o‘.d = 0. (9-b)
The action of the creation and annihilation operators on the energy eigenstates are
«,l», >=V«7k -1> (10-a)
«/ k >= Vw.+1k+1 > ■ (10-b)
For a single mode (which will be our concern in this thesis) the electric field operator (2)
can be written as
£ = x£0(a+a+)sin£z, (11)
where
e0 =(fin/iz£0)1/2
is the electric field per photon and Q is the frequency of the mode in question.
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Density Matrix Formalism
The material in this section is drawn largely from references 1, 4, and 5. A quantum 
mechanical system for which the wave function is known is called a pure case. For a two 
level system we write the wave function with Schroedinger picture amplitudes ca and cb as
|'F(Z)) = c„(Z)|a} + ci(Z)|Z,}. (12)
The equations of motion of the amplitudes are obtained by projecting the basis onto 
Schroedinger’s equation
(13)
where H = //0 + F7. Rather than work with the wavefunction it is necessary, because of the
interaction with the pump and loss reservoirs, to introduce the notion of a density matrix. 
The density matrix is defined as p- The density matrix elements corresponding
to the wave function of a two level system are, <a\p |a >= paa = caca*, which is the
probability of being in the upper state, < b\p \b >= phh = cbcb*, which is the probability of
being in the lower state, and < a\p \b >= pah = cacb , which is proportional to the complex 
dipole moment. Provided that an electric-dipole transition is allowed between the states | a) 
and \b), /?aAalso expresses the coherence between the states and which can 
appear when the state I'F* > is a coherent linear superposition of the states. If paps 
different from zero there is a certain coherence between the states of the system.
For the two level atom the density matrix can be rewritten in the following notation
6
(14)
The expectation value of an operator $ is given by
<&>=P««,SM+Po6»i,.+pSodai+pMSM, (15)
where 9„ =(a|^|a}.
Equation (15) is just the trace of the matrix product p&
= (16) 
tt,m n
where tr denotes the trace.
We now turn to a discussion of the so-called mixed case density matrix. This 
section follows the approach of the related material in reference 6. The standard method 
used to study the behavior of a statistical mixture of states is calculation of the physical 
prediction corresponding to a possible state | , weighting the results so obtained by the
probability pk associated with this state, and summing over k. Now let us consider a system 
for which (at a given instant) the various probabilities /?1,p2,/?3,....,p^,..are arbitrary, on 
the condition that they satisfy the equation
{ Za=1 • (1?)
The density matrix for this case has the form
/’=ZaI%X^I- (is)
k
It is necessary to use a density matrix whenever, in the final analysis, we are 
interested in only one part of a coupled system. For a laser system the atoms and the field
7
are coupled to so-called pump and loss reservoirs whose states we cannot begin to keep 
track of at the wavefunction level. Tracing over the states of the reservoirs necessitates the 
use of a mixed case density matrix approach.
Some General Properties of the Density7 Matrix
This section is closely related to material in references 1,6, and 7. The expectation value of 
an operator & is still given by
<&>=tr(p&). (19)
The equation of motion of the density operator can be determined from the Schroedinger 
equation
p = Yp^v/>< v'l+kx v'll
= -tZpJW >< V\~\V X v\H]
'I Iff
(20)
where [H, p] is the commutator of H and p which is given by
[H,p] = Hp-pH. (21)
Equation (20) is valid only if the collection of states have the same Hamiltonian.
The equation of motion for nmth element of the density matrix is
8
P„m=-^<n\Hp-pH\m>
<n\H\k >< k\p \m> - <n\p\k >< k\H\m>}
" k
Pnm ~ ~ nk Pkm ~ Pnk^km \ ‘ (22)
" k
We use this formulation to derive the equation of motion of the density matrix elements 
for the states of the laser system.
Atom-Field Interaction
Consider the interaction between a single-mode radiation field and a two-level atom 
in an optical cavity. The atom-field state vector takes the form
\Va-f >= >1" > >l« >]. (23)
n
where Ca n is the probability amplitude that the atom is in the upper state |a)and the field 
has n photons. Because of the interaction between the atomic system and the field the 
probability amplitudes change with time. For example if at t=0
\v(G)a-f >=\a>\n>, (24)
then at some later time t
I v(t)a_f >= \a >\n > +Cbn+l |Z> >|« +1 >, (25)
that is, there is non-zero probability that the atom has made a transition to the lower state 
\b) and has emitted a photon.
9
The total Hamiltonian for the system is the sum of the atomic, field, and interaction 
energies, that is
H = H,atom +H,field +V, , (26)
where P) is the interaction energy.
The unperturbed Hamiltonians are given by
HQatom =hcoa\a ><a\+Ha>b|Z> ><Z>| (27)
H,field = tel(ga+ + |). (28)
The fully quantum mechanical interaction energy is, in the electric dipole approximation,
V = -&E s\n(kz)(a + a+ )(cr + c), (29)
where G and G+ are the raising and the lowering operators for two level system and can be
written as
<j =\b >< a|
(30)
and
a+=|axft|. (31)
Here the atom-field coupling constant is
g - - ^~E sin kz, (32)
n
where fp is the dipole transition matrix element. The terms proportional to a+G+ and aG are
usually dropped from equation (29) as they are energy non-conserving terms, i.e., G is the 
lowering operator for an atom. In order to conserve energy, a photon should be created at 
the same time an atom’s energy is lowered. The combination a+G describes this process,
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while aa annihilates a photon and results in a loss of 2fl/z in the system’s energy. Similarly
aa+flips an atom from the lower into the upper state and annihilates a photon, but a ct
creates a photon and increases the atom’s energy, resulting in a 2f27z gain in energy. With 
these facts in mind, we take the interaction part of the Hamiltonian to be
F, = hg(acr+ + a+cr). (33)
Master Equations for the Four-Level System
As shown in Figure (1), the four level system in our model has an excited state \d) 
and ground state . We have taken to be the upper level of the lasing transition and 
| b) to be the lower lasing-level. The pump R acts to pump the atoms from the ground 
level to the upper state \d}. In this model we have assumed that the decay rate from the 
upper level of the system to the upper laser-level is very fast, so that we can 
adiabatically eliminate the level |^)ffom our system. Hence we can consider the system to 
be pumped directly to the upper level of the laser system. In our computer models we have 
taken the lower level of the laser system to decay very rapidly so that the state \b) can also 
be adiabatically eliminated.
11
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Fig. 1. Level structure of the atomic gain medium.
To determine the equation of motion for the system we need to consider the 
evolution due to the interaction part of the Hamiltonian. The interaction contributions to 
the equation of motion of the density matrix elements in the Schroedinger picture can be 
derived using equation (20). For example, let us consider in detail the evolution of the 
probability that the atom is in state | b) while the field has n photons,
=(bn + \ |p| bn +1) (34).
A,+ia+i = p((^f + /cr))}|^ + l) (35)
= ~%(bn +1|{(^crt + *tcr)p}|/w + (35)
where z/’is used to enable us to track the indices of the summation in the density matrix p, 
and p is density matrix of the system which can be written in the following form
12
P=1L {Pan,am\°n >< an  ^Pan,b„l«« >< hm\+Pbn,anIb" >< <™\+Pb^mI*« >< Ml (36)
We find
= -’gH<bn'\pa„t^a* a\an> 8„,^ +c.c.
n
= -iglL<bn'\Pan),^^n + \\n + ^>\b > +c c.
n
Pb^M = -‘g^fi + ^P^ + c- c. (37)
P bn+\,bn+l ~ ^^nPan,bn+\ + ,
where = g^Jn +1.
By similar procedures we find, for the probability of an atom being in the upper 
lasing state and having n photons in the field,
Pa„,ar,=-iQ-r,Pbn^+C-C-, (38)
and for the coherence element
Pan,bn+\ ~ ^n\.Pan,an ~ Pbn+\Jt>n+\\' (^9)
Including in our equations of motion the terms corresponding to the pump and 
spontaneous emission processes leads to
Pan,an = ~Y a Pan,an + ^Pcn,cn ~ [^Pbn+X,an + C.C. ] (40)
Pbn+l,bn+\ ~ ~Y iPht+l,h,+l + + (41)
P an ,bn+\ ~ ~Y Pan,bn+\ ^«[Pm,oh ~ Pbi+l,bt+l] (42)
Pcn,cn ~ ^Pcn,cn + Ya Pan,an +YbPbn,bn’ (43)
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where A is the pump rate, ya and/fc, are the spontaneous emissions rates from the levels
\a > and \b >, and y is the dephasing rate of the atomic wavefunctions (actually / is the sum
of the dephasing rates and one half of the sum of the decay rates from the lasing levels, but 
in our work we assume that the dephasing rate is much larger than the level decay rates.) 
That is, y represents the dephasing rate, which is the rate of the loss of coherence in the 
system. It is caused, for example, by collisions between the atoms in gas lasers and by 
phonons in solid state lasers. Taking y to be the fastest rate in the atomic system allows 
one to adiabatically eliminate the coherence (off-diagonal in the atoms) terms from the 
equations for the diagonal elements. That is, we solve equation (42) in the steady state and 
substitute the result into (40) and (41). We find
2Q„2
P an,an = ~ra Pan,an + ^Pcn ,cn -——(.Pc ,an Pbn+\,bn+\ )
2Q„2
^bn+l,bn+l bPbn+\,bn+\ +——(p<„ ,an Pbn+\Jbn+\ ) '
(44)
(45)
Note that these include only diagonal elements of the density matrix, which are to be 
interpreted as probabilities. In writing these equations we have ignored the evolution of the 
field on the time scale in which the atom evolves. This is a good approximation so long as 
the cavity decay rate is much less than the atomic decay rates. The diagonal elements of the 
reduced density matrix for the field are formed by tracing over the atomic states, that is
p = p + p., + p ' n,n • an,an • bn,bn ' c (46)
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These diagonal elements pnn represents the probability having n photons in the field. We
find, using (44), (45), and (43) and summing over the contribution of all the atoms in the 
cavity,
-2n„2 , 2n„_,2
Pn.n ^1( y (Pan.an /^n+t,Z>n+l ) "^ (Pan-l.an-l PbnbjnP,
where N, is the total number of active atoms in the laser cavity.
Now, we solve equation (43) in steady state and use the results in (40) and (41). 
after some algebra,
1
(47)
We find,
Pan,an Pn,n ~ Pbnjyn r. +a (48)
and
/3>n+l,&H+l Pbn+l,an • (49)
Subtracting equation (49) from (48) and using (47), we get
A
(Z„+A)
Pin,an Pbn+\Jt>n+\
2Q.n
z
2 Pn,n > (50)
where
f =
2^+ra+rb
Zi.(Z„ +A) (51)
Substituting (50) in (46) gives
15
where
-2Q/ Za+A
Pn,n
2Q,
7
-+
A
2n„,2 Zo+aa-1'"-'
20
1 + / -1
(52)
A(n +1) An
= ~ 1 + 5/+1)P"-"+ 1 + B//4(n) (53)
P,n=M(
7
1 + / z
7
A = 2/ = ~ 7^ +?) •
Hz.+A) r(r.r>)
The standard result, which is valid in the undepleted pump approximation, follows from 
equation(52) by setting A«ya and yb. The equations above contain only the contribution 
from the gain. Adding in the cavity loss contribution, which is taken to occur at the rate C, 
leads to the final equations which are valid in the good-cavity limit. That is,
A(n +1) An
Pm “ CnPm + C(pl + •
1 + 3(n + 1) 1 + Bn
(54)
The key approximations made in deriving the above relation are the assumptions that the
evolution of the field due to the losses and the interaction with all other atoms can be
ignored when considering the interaction of the field with a single atom. This assumption is 
valid so long as the field changes little in the timescale over which the atom evolves. We 
note for clarity, once again, that pnn is the probability of finding a given number n of 
photons in the cavity. In the next chapter we extend the standard treatment of this chapter 
to address the situation in which the field changes appreciably during an atomic lifetime.
16
CHAPTER III
LASER PHOTON STASTICS FOR ARBITRARY ATOMIC
AND FIELD DECAY RATES
Two Atoms Approach
The procedure we use to include the dynamics of the field in the equation of motion
for a single atom’s interaction with the field is quite involved. Therefore to illustrate the 
procedure we consider first a case in which there are just two atoms and then generalize the 
result to the many atom case.
To derive the equation of motion for the density matrix describing two atoms 
coupled to a cavity field, we need to consider the interaction Hamiltonian for both atoms. 
The interaction Hamiltonian for atom 1, atom 2, and the field can be written as
(55)
where /-l, 2,
>=l*. >< a,
and
where g, again, is the atomic coupling parameter.
(56)
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The equation of motion for the probability of atom 1 being in the upper state |a > with the 
field having n photons can be derived by tracing over the equation of motion of the first 
atom with the states the second one, that is
(57)
+
A 
—/
where p is the density matrix given by
P-Y
ttJH
'P.1.2.,.1,,2,, |«l«2»Xai‘M'I + P.1.2,,.l»2„|aia2»XaAW| +
\^Pa\b2n^\blm | | + Plli2»,ili2„| ^1^2WX^2W [+........ >
(58)
and where the ellipses indicate the addition of similar terms for all combinations of the 
indices.( There are 16 terms in all.)
Recall that
7/(1) = hg{\ax x^Ja+l^j ><a,|a+) (59)
7/<2) =MI«2 xb1\a+\bi ><a2|u‘). (60)
Tracing over the states of the second atom is just the mathematical statement expressing the 
notion that the total likelihood of atom 1 being in state | a) and the field having n photons 
is the sum over the likelihood of those conditions being fulfilled and the second atom being 
in any of its possible states. Now, writing equation (57) more explicitly gives
18
(61)
PM,M=-^^<ai\<a^'\(Hmp-P Hm\axri>\a2> + 
<b2\<a}n'\(H(x>p-p H(l))\axri>\b2 >} +
{< a2|<a1z?'|(//(2)p-p T/(2))|a1/7'>|a2 > +
<b2\axri\(H(2) p-p H(2))\a}ri>\b2 >}}
The first term on the RHS of equation (61) can be simplified as
=ki \a+1 )(a> k)s P*1.2,,«1.2,|^l«2»Xaia2w| + <Pil»2.,.t*2-|WXa«A2»2"" i y z,zz'}
— igy/tl +1 {Pbla2n'+l,ala2n' + Pb\b2n'+\,a\b2n'} + C‘C
The second part of equation (61) can be simplified as
= ,M(\a2){h2 \a+\b1}(a2 P)S[ +
».» \P a\a2n,aU>Zm | ^1^ 2^/\^1^2W | ,
adding equations (62) and (63) gives
P aln,aln -{zgV„ + l(AIa2n+l,ala2n + Pblb2n+l,alb2n )+CC}
- {ig4n + \(pMM,a\a2n )+'g(PaXaln-X ,a\b2n ) + 1
(62)
(63)
(64)
Similar steps have been taken to derive the equation of motion of the coherence elements 
of the density matrix. The result is
19
+(65)
Pal.,^1 = -XP.1,,41,+1 + {?V»+T- 
>ln + 2p
P a\a2n ,a\a2n Pblb2n+X,bXb2n+\ "*~
Pali2n,alb2n P bla2n+l,bla2n+l
ala2*,blb2n+2 + P a\b2n ,b\a2n
y/fl + lp„1i2»+1 ila2»+l _ ‘'J^Pa
a\a2n-\,b\b2n+l
Again, we will adiabatically eliminate these off-diagonal elements under the assumption that 
Y is large. Solving (65) in steady state yields
_ . a/k + 1 _ _
Pa\ni>\n+\ \Pala2n,ala2n + Palb2n,alb2n Pbla2n+lJ}la2n+l Pb\b2n+\,b\b2n+\)
+ y (>/w + 2Pa\a2nja\b2n+2 + Pa\b2n,b\a2n + Pc
a\b2n+XJ}la2n+l -J" Pa Ia2n-l,blb2n+l
(66)
)
We now derive the equation of motion for one of the off-diagonal elements in equation (66) 
to show how we can ignore all of these off-diagonal elements without affecting the equation 
of motion of the diagonal elements. The equation of motion of the first off-diagonal 
element in equation (66) is,
tgy/n + lp* +P a\a2n,b\b2n+2 YP a\a2n ,b\b2n+\ '* 1 iAzili2»+2>la2»+l
Pb\b2n+2,aXb2n+X ~ Pa\b2n+\,a\a2n ~ ^Pbla2n+l,ala2ii}'
(67)
Solving equation (67) in steady state and substituting the result into equation (66) would give 
terms divided by y2, and so we can ignore these elements without affecting our equation of 
motion for the diagonal elements. It is at this step that it becomes clear that our technique 
requires that the de-phasing rate be large in order to obtain tractable results. Then we can 
simplify equation (66) as
y/n + 1
P aln,hlrt+l y ^Pa\a2n ,a\a2n PaXb2n,a\b2n P>Xa2n+l,bla2n+l -A,«„.iJ),«„+,)-(68)
We are preparing to use this result in (64). Rewriting (64) explicitly gives
20
■ (64')
P a\n,a}n -g-Jn + i{i(pbla2^ ,ala2n + Pblb2n+l,a\b2n ) i(Pa\a2n ,bla2n+l Palb2n,b\b2n+\ )
-gVn+T{z(palM„+1,ola2„)-z (/Tla2n,alfc2n+1 )} - gjn ('(P.1„2„-1,«1Z,2 J - )}
The first part of the equation (64' ) is just
= —igyjn + l(Al«+l,aln ~~ Pal«,fcln+1 )
and is due to the interaction of the atom with the field. The second line represents the 
contribution of the second atom to the equation of motion of diagonal elements of the 
first atom. That is, the first line on the right hand side of (64') is the same as that used in 
the good cavity limit result of the previous chapter, while the second line represents 
corrections unique to this thesis. Now substituting equation (68) into equation (61 gives
?Q2
P a\n,a\n ~ YaPa\n,a\n lPaia2n,ala2n Pa\b2n,a\b2n Pb\b2n+\Jb\b2n+\ Pb\a2n+\,b\a2n+\f
2QZ„ _ 2Q2„,
\Pala2n,ala2n Pb\b2njblb2n) \Pa\a2n-\,a\a2n-\ Pa\a2n,a\a2n)
•(69)
Similarly
2Q2„
Pb\n+\,bn+\ YaPb\n+\,bn+\ ^Pala2n,ala2n + Palb2n,alb2n P>lb2n+l^ib2n+l P>la2n+l,bia2n+l^
_ 2Q2„ _ 2flVi
\Pa\aln,a\a2n Pblb2n,blb2n' + (Pala2n-l,ala2n-l Pala2n,ala2n)
•(70)
Extension to Many Atoms
Extending these results to many atoms can be done by simply adding the 
contributions from all the other atoms. Given that there are N, -1 other atoms, we find
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(71)
• _ , 2£2~ r i *
PaXn ,aXn -r.p^, ,aXn jP PbX„+X,bXx+X J + ^Prl».rl»
7
v2Q«f \ v2n^f \
aXajn,aXajn P bXbjn+X,bXbjn+Xj aXajtt—l,ol<jw»—1 P aXbjn,aXbjn J
and,
7=2 r7=2 7
~C"P^,.x, + C(» + l)pal,tl.
• _ 2Q„ r "i
PbXn+X,aXn+X 7 bPbXn+X,bXn+X \PaXn,aXn PbXn+X,bXn+X \
7
^2Q„2Z _ x y2Q»-i/ _ \
( Pa 1 ajn.a 1 ajn PbXbjn+X,bXbjn+X J aXajn—1 ,aXajn—1 P aXbjn,aXbjn j
i=2 7 i=2 7
(12)
~Cnpbx„ bx« + C(zz + l)pMjj+libr+1.
Note that we have added the cavity decay terms and pump terms to these equations as well. 
These equations include more parts than the standard result in the good cavity limit 
presented in the last chapter as equations (44) and (45). These extra pieces describe the 
evolution of the field due to interaction with the other atoms and the loss reservoir during a 
given atom’s evolution. It is these terms that allow for a treatment of rapid field dynamics.
Later we will use notation that emphasizes that the diagonal elements are 
probabilities. For example the probability that atom one is in state | a) and the field has n 
photons regardless of the state of the rest of the atoms will be denoted Pan = paXnaX„ •
Similarly, Ph - pbXnbXn and Pm = pcXn/X„ ■ In this notation, as in the last chapter, the
probability of finding the field with n photons is
Pn ~ Pan + ^bn + Pcn ‘ (73)
Equations (71) and (72) are exact insofar as the phase de-coherence rate / is the
fastest rate in the system. However, the probabilities needed to in order to numerically 
integrate these equations are still coupled to density matrix elements (in the summations)
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which are not part of the system of equations being considered. In order to form a closed 
system of equations an additional approximation needs to be made. We assume that the 
interaction of one atom with the field does not significantly affect the likelihood of another 
atom being in a given state or the field having a given photon number. This certainly 
involves a many-atom approximation. In this approximation, we take
- PPm (74)
Here Pa = PM is the total probability that an atom is in state | a). This reasonable
n
assumption needs to be investigated further because the numerical simulations presented in 
the next chapter which result from this ansatz, while providing useful information 
unattainable in the good cavity7 limit, yield unphysical results under certain conditions.
We further modified the equations by noting that each atom behaves in the same 
way, on average, so we can replace the summation by multiplying the contributions from a 
given other atom by Nt - 1. This leads to the following equations
p„ = -r.p„ - p„+1)+(n, -i)p„ ^-(p. - p^,)+ap„
7 7
2Q2
"(N, -Pj-C«PX + C(»+ l)PaPw+1
7
2Q2 , , x 2Q 2 z ,
p». = -z A+—^(P- - pJ - (V, - 1)P, —MP, - p>„J
? 7 
?O 2
+(N, _ l)p> - Pj - CnPbP + C(zz + 1)P,P„+1
Z
20 2
p„ = r.Pm+z A - ap„ - (v, - i)P, —^-(p„ - J
n 2 7 W
2Q. 2
+(N, - l)P, -^-(P„_, - Pj - CnP,P. + C(« + 1)P,P,+1,
7
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and the probability for n photons is P* = Pan + Phn + P*. It is these equations that we 
numerically integrated. Results of this process are presented in the next chapter. The Power 
Basic program used is included as an appendix. The three equations represented above have 
to be numerically integrated for every value of n for which there is a significant probability. 
These are coupled to each other as can be seen form the form of equations (75), (76), and 
(77). (Note that Pan is coupled to Pan_x and Pw+1, for example). Thus, although the 
computer program is straightforward, it requires a lot of integration time to form all of the 
relevant probabilities for a field with a large number of photons. On a 166 Mhz PC we were 
restricted to running unrealistic but illustrative example cases with average numbers of 
photons less than one hundred.
The Reduction Of The Quantum Mechanical Approach to Semi-Classical Equations
In this section we show, as a check on our procedure, that our extended quantum 
mechanical equations still reduce to the usual semi-classical rate equations which yield 
information only about average photon number. We begin with equations (75) and (76) 
from the previous section. We now assume no correlation between the number of photons 
in the cavity and the state of the laser active atoms, which enables us to simplify the 
quantum mechanical equations to the semi-classical equations. This lack of correlation 
(really we mean entanglement in the quantum sense) is expressed as a separation of the 
probability distributions, Pan—PaPn- A similar separation holds for the other joint 
probabilities.. Using this factorization in (75) and then summing over all possible photon
number states leads to
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r k
2 f
(77)
P =-y P -a t a a
Z («+1)pp-Z (*+i)p,p.«1+(n,-i)p,— (Z (»+iM
, »=0 w=0 ) Y »=0
-p.X («+i)W)-(w,-i)—pJZ «px.>-Z »p»p I+apz
w=0 X \»=0 »=0 J
-C^PaPK+C(n + l)PaP»-fl
By reshuffling the indices of the summation and substituting for each ^nPn = n, where n
n=0
is the average number of photons in the cavity, and then performing a similar exercise using 
equation (76) gives the following results
P»=-/X-—W(P.-P»)- —P-. + Ap. (78)
r r
P> = -r,P, +—W(p. - n)+—p. (79)
r r
Equations (78) and (79) are closely related to the familiar rate equations given in chapter IV. 
The only difference between the these equations is the last term in equations (78) and (79), 
which is the spontaneous emission into the laser cavity mode. A similar procedure can be 
used to develop the rate equation for the number of photons in the cavity. We provide the 
results of this section to demonstrate that the fully quantum-mechanical results that we have 
derived do indeed reduce to the usual rate equations. However, we emphasize that such a 
reduction eliminates the possibility of discussing the statistical nature of the intensity in the
field.
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CHAPTER IV
Q-SWITCHED LASER SYSTEMS
Background
To illustrate the technique developed in the last chapter, we will consider the 
photon statistics of a Q-switched laser. In such a system, the decay rate of the upper atomic 
level y a is typically less than the decay rate of the field from the cavity C. In addition, the
field dynamics are very fast during the development of the pulse. For these reasons, a 
formalism which accounts for the change in the field during a single atom’s evolution, such 
as the one that we have developed, must be used.
It has been reported by Hellwarth and McClung [12] that a single pulse of very high 
intensity may be obtained from the laser if the onset of stimulated emission is delayed by 
means of spoiling the quality of the resonator, e.g., using a shutter until the laser gain 
medium population inversion is larger by several times than the threshold population 
inversion with the shutter open. When the shutter is suddenly opened, the threshold level is 
lowered, the quality of the cavity becomes very high, radiation starts to build in intensity to a 
sharp peak, and the depleted population gives up all its energy to the output pulse [9, 10, 11, 
12], Many methods of the cavity switching have since been developed and divided into 
active and passive groups.
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Active methods use modulation devices that change the cavity losses by a given law 
or in accordance with an external control signal. Active modulation is divided into two 
groups: optomechanical and electro-optical. The simplest modulator of the first type is a 
punch card or disk of an opaque material[4]. Rotated around an axis parallel to the cavity 
axis, the disk periodically blocks and opens the path between the mirrors of the cavity. The 
Q-switching time provided by such a device cannot be less than a millisecond. This value is 
considerably larger than the rise time of a giant pulse, which is the main draw back of the 
disk modulator. Modulators of the second type are based on electro-optical effects, i.e., on 
the dependence of normal mode refractive indices on an applied electric field[4,5]. For 
example, a Kerr cell linearly polarized electric field is incident on the cell from the laser rod 
side owing to a polarizer as the light completes a round trip in the cell. Hence the intensity 
of the light transmitted back through the polarizer to the laser rod side is changed. The 
modulation depth is a maximum if the principle direction is at polarizer for the 45 degrees 
to the electric field vector. The switching time of this technique is limited by the rate of the 
voltage variation on a Kerr cell. The minimum switching time achievable by conventional 
methods is 108 seconds[13,14]. Such active Q-switching typically provides a more uniform 
spatial structure for the laser beam output and contributes to spectral broadening 
compared to free-running operation [15,16].
, The second type of modulation is passive modulation with a saturable absorber. The 
idea of using media with saturable reversible absorption in quantum electronics was 
proposed by Rivlin[13]. Passive modulating elements are those controlled directly by the 
radiation field in the laser cavity. This can be done by several methods, e.g., dye film [17] 
evaporated from a glass substrate placed in the optical cavity. Another method employs
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liquids[18] or solids[19] which have a large absorption cross section at the center of the laser 
spectrum. Some of the important characteristics of the saturable absorber pertinent to this 
application are a) the irradiance level at which saturation becomes appreciable, b) the 
temporal response of the saturable filter to an incoming light pulse , c) the residual 
absorption of the a fully or partially bleached saturable absorber, and d) the spectral 
properties of the saturable absorber[14,20]. Uniform spatial structure of the laser beam can 
be achieved by using a pumping device to provide a uniform inversion, which removes the
difference in duration.
Laser Rate Equations
As depicted in Fig(l), the total number density of lasing states is
N,=Na+Nt+Nc (80)
The temporal behavior of the laser is best described by four coupled differential equations 
which can be obtained simply by multiplying the reduced quantum mechanical equation 
from the previous chapter by the total number of active atoms in the cavity, for example, 
PaNt = Na .In addition, we use the usual semi-classical expression for the evolution of the 
average photon number n. We stress that although we have introduced these equations as 
reductions from the fully quantum equations, they can be directly derived from a semi- 
classical formalism in which the field is not quantized. They yield no information about the 
noise properties (photon statistics)of the field. We find
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(81)
~at
(82)
at
(83)
2g7
where on =-----n is the stimulated emission rate and /? = —^--■•■-7----  is the fraction of
r ra+ig Ir
the total spontaneous emission that occurs into the lasing cavity mode. These together with 
equation (80) have been numerically integrated and the results are given in Chapter V. These 
results are given in order to compare with the quantum mechanical numerical results also 
given in the next chapter.
In the computer simulations we have treated the case in which the lower level of the 
laser gain medium has a very fast decay rate, which implies that the population in that level 
can be ignored compared with the population in the upper laser level, but we should notice 
that we cannot ignore the product Nbyb.
The rate equations have simple intuitive meaning. The third term on the right hand 
side of equation (81) indicates that the photon density in the laser cavity grows due to 
spontaneous emission with a growth rate proportional to the population in the upper laser 
level. The second term accounts for stimulated emission, which is proportional to the 
photon density that already exits in the cavity and to the number of states already existing in 
the upper laser level. The remaining term describes cavity losses.
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CHAPTER V
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
A typical Nd-YAG laser system has parameters which lead to peak photon numbers, 
in Q-switched operation, in the hundreds of billions. Although we can treat this case in the 
rate equation approximation, the quantum mechanical equations, which require that the 
probability of a given number of photons be built-up from zero probability, makes the 
numerical treatment of a macroscopic system impractical on even a fast PC. The numerical 
results presented in the next section for the modest numbers given below took nearly a day 
on a 166 MHz Pentium machine with 32 megabytes of RAM. The rates are normalized to 
the cavity loss rate (in the low-loss cycle of the Q-switched operation) C.
Table 1
Parameters Used for Numerical Integration
Z.=0.1C 
n = iooc 
2^2/r = 0.001C 
N, =15,000 
A = 0.01C
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These parameters represent a laser system pumped to about twice threshold. Q- 
switched action can be made to occur, and if losses are introduced which prevent lasing and 
then these losses are suddenly reduced. To mimic mechanical Q-switching, we set the cavity 
loss rate to change between C and IOC, with the cavity having the high loss rate for 20 
units of time (in units ofC1) and the low loss rate for 15 units of time. The results are 
plotted below. These are to be compared to similar results derived from the quantum 
treatment in the next section. The numerical integration was done with a straightforward 
BASIC program which is attached as the Appendix.
Fig. 2. Photon number vs. time using the classical rate equations for a Q-switched laser with 
a rotating mirror.
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To demonstrate that the parameters chosen do mimic something like Q-switching, 
we plot the photon number vs. time for the same laser parameters in the absence of Q- 
switching (that is, for the loss rate always C). This result is plotted below in Figure 3. Note 
that the peak photon number is less than the number at the peak of the Q-switch.
Fig. 3. Average photon number vs. time for a laser without Q-switching. The parameters are 
those listed above in Table 1. Note that the peak height is less than in the Q-switched case 
of Fig. 2.
In this section we apply the master equations developed in Chapter III to the 
problem outlined in Chapter IV. The advantage of the quantum mechanical treatment is 
that it allows for a determination of both the dynamic behavior of average photon number 
in the cavity as well as the intrinsic noise present in the output, i.e., it gives not only the 
average photon number but also P(n), which is the probability of having n photons in the
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cavity. We have numerically integrated equations (75), (76, and (77) for each necessary value 
of n and then summed the results to form the probability distribution for n photons.
The numerical plots resulting from the use of these equations are given below. We 
had difficulties in portions of the numerical integration that have not yet been resolved. At 
this point it is unclear whether the difficulties result form the factorization ansatz of Eq. 
(74) or simply from the fact that for large and small n the probability distributions become 
very small and so the integration step must be very small in order to keep the numerical 
integration routine from yielding negative values. The negative values lead to disastrous 
results if left to propagate, and so in the results presented below we have prevented this by 
setting the probabilities equal to zero if the numerical integration returns a negative value at 
any step. This procedure also leads to unphysical behavior as one can see.
The evolution of the photon number as a function of time taken from the 
numerical integration of the quantum mechanical equations of motion is presented below. 
We wish to emphasize that this plot could not have been made with the traditional quantum 
theory of the laser, which assumes that the atomic lifetimes are much shorter than the cavity 
decay time.
In Fig. (4) the evolution of the average photon number in the absence of the Q- 
switching action is presented. This curve exhibits relaxation oscillation as seen also in the 
classical simulation. The peak number of photons in the quantum theory is less than the 
number obtained in the classical theory. This is not troublesome as the classical theory and 
the full quantum theory are expected to exhibit somewhat different behavior for the small 
average photon numbers we have used.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the photon number from the quantum simulations without Q-switching 
for parameters listed in Table 1 .
In Fig. 5 we plot the photon probability distribution at various times during the 
approach to steady state. Notice that the peak of the photon probability distribution moves 
from the left to the right and finally settles on the steady state distribution.
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Fig. 5. Photon distributions during the operation of the laser system without Q-switching.
The times at which the various curves in Fig. (5) were taken can be estimated by 
noting the peaks of the curves and matching these peak numbers with the average photon 
numbers from Fig. (4). For instance, the first peak (closest to the y-axis) corresponds to an 
average photon number of about 15 and so is the distribution during a time when the 
intensity in the cavity is on the rise. The very broad peak is the distribution on the way to 
the peak value of photon number. Note that this distribution cuts off at high and low 
photon number in an unphysical way. The numerical integration would actually yield 
negative probabilities beyond these cut-offs. This is an indication that either our numerical 
scheme is not sensitive enough or that the factorization ansatz of equation (74) has
limitations.
In Fig. (6) below we present a curve representing a single Q-switched pulse resulting 
from the numerical integration of the fully quantum equations.
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Fig. 6. Single Q-Switched Pulse from the Quantum Theory7. Notice the peak value is greater 
than the steady state value but less than the peak value obtained from classical theory.
Finally, we present the photon distributions for the field at different times during 
the pulse. This really is the key result in this section. In Fig.(7) we present the distributions 
soon after the pulse starts to build. In this regime the distributions are not peaked but rather 
resemble the distribution for thermal light. In Fig. (8) the distributions are taken after the 
laser pulse has started to exhibit coherent behavior as evidenced by the peak in the 
distributions. Notice that the peaked distributions for the case of an approach to steady 
state (Figure (6)) are much narrower than those for the Q-switched pulse. This is evidence 
that the Q-switched pulse is much noisier than a steady state laser of the same average 
photon number. Again these distributions exhibit the unphysical cut-off in the wings. We 
believe that our distributions can be trusted in the regions where this cut-off has not
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occurred. Clearly further work must be done to understand the nature of this unphysical 
behavior. This odd behavior might be as a result the factorization ansatz or may be a result 
of too large a time step in our numerical integration. It appears that the former is the more 
likely culprit.
Figure 7. Photon distributions during the initiation of the Q-switched pulse. The curves 
with the lower maxima occur later in the pulse.
Fig. 8. Photon distributions during the Q-switched pulse after the pulse has reached half of 
its peak photon number. The curves with peaks at higher n occur later in the pulse.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
In this thesis we have developed a new approach to treat the photon statistics for 
the case in which the cavity field and the atoms evolve on the same timescale. This is the 
case, for example, when we are dealing with a Q-switched laser. We have constructed the 
equation of motion for the probability of having n photons for a laser Q-switched by active 
means. The theory we have developed is valid as long as the coherence dephasing rate is 
faster than the characteristic rates describing the evolution of the atom and the field. The 
quantum mechanical development enables us to study the dynamic behavior of the mean 
number of photons in the field as well as the intensity noise inherent in the field, since the 
formalism allows for a determination of the probability of finding a given number of 
photons in the field upon measurement.
In our treatment we had some numerical difficulties in integrating the equation of 
motion. These difficulties are likely due in part to the educated guess (ansatz) made to 
truncate the coupled set of equations and in part due to using too large a time-step in our 
numerical integration routine.
However, our results seem to be reasonable for predicting the main features of the 
probability distributions during the evolution of a pulse, failing only in the wings of the 
distributions. From these distributions we can estimate the noise in the intensity at
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different times during the evolution of a laser field no matter what the relative atomic/field 
lifetimes so long as the dephasing rate is the fastest rate in the system. The primary 
contribution to the field made in this thesis is the development of the general formalism of 
Chapter III. The significant result found by application of this theory is that laser fields 
seem to be noisier during rapid evolution than when in a steady state, even if the average 
number of photons is the same in both situations.
Despite the difficulties encountered in the numerical work, we had partial success in 
our treatment and we think that it is promising for future work. The first step in a 
continuation of this work must be an analysis of the unphysical behavior in the wings of the 
probability distributions when the field is undergoing rapid changes. If this issue can be well
understood, it would be of interest to extend the treatment of this thesis to include the 
effects of a saturable absorber as the Q-switch mechanism and extend the general analysis in 
order to predict the variance in photon number contained in an entire pulse rather than in a 
given time-slice.
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APPENDIX
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Program for Classical Simulations
100 REM PHOTON NUMBER VS T
105 CLS
106 $HUGE
DIM G AS EXT
DIM GL AS EXT
DIM NS AS EXT
DIM N AS EXT
DIM PUMP AS EXT
DIM GA AS EXT
DIM GU AS EXT
DIM d AS EXT
DIM NTOT AS EXT
DIM GB AS EXT
DIM B AS EXT
OPEN "NUMCLS.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
INPUT ’’ENTER G"; G
INPUT "ENTER GL"; GL
INPUT "ENTER NS"; NS
INPUT "ENTER N"; N
INPUT "ENTER PUMP"; PUMP
INPUT "ENTER GA";GA
INPUT "ENTER GU";GU
INPUT "ENTER GB";GB
INPUT "ENTER d"; d
INPUT "ENTER KTOP"; KTOP
INPUT "ENTER PRINT INCREMENT"; PI
DIM NA AS EXT
DIM NB AS EXT
DIM NC AS EXT
DIM NU AS EXT
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DIM NL AS EXT
DIM S AS EXT
B=G/(GA+G)
L=l()
Z=0
T=0
KOLD=1
S=0
NA=O
NB=O
NON
NU=0
NL=NS
REM G IS 2* RABI SQUARED OVER GAMMA
FOR K=1 to KTOP
IF 7=0 THEN 
IF T>2/GA THEN 
L=1
Z=1
END IF
END IF
IF Z=1 THEN
IF T>2/GA+15 THEN
L=10
T=0
Z=0
END IF
END IF
T=T+d
NA=NA+d* (-GA*NA-G*S* (NA-NB) +PUMP* (NC)) 
NB=NB+d*(-GB*NB+G*S* (NA-NB))
NON-NA-NB
NU=NU+d* (-GU*NU-GL*S* (NU-NL))
NL=NS-NU
S=S+d*(-L*S+G*S*(NA-NB)+GL*S*(NU-NL)+B*GA*NA)
IF K=KOLD THEN
PRINT T, S
PRINT #1, T, S
KOLD=K+PI
END IF
NEXTK
355 PRINT "DONE"
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Program for Quantum Simulations
REM PHOTON SATISTICS OF A Q-SWITCHED LASER
CLS
$HUGE
DIM G AS EXT
DIM GL AS EXT
DIM NL AS EXT
DIM N AS EXT
DIM PUMP AS EXT
DIM GA AS EXT
DIM GU AS EXT
DIM d AS EXT
DIM NTOT AS EXT
DIM SUM AS EXT
DIM GB AS EXT
DIM A AS EXT
DIM B AS EXT
DIM C AS EXT
DIM U AS EXT
DIM L AS EXT
DIM WIND AS EXT
OPEN "qswn.DAT" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
OPEN "qswpd" FOR OUTPUT AS #2
INPUT "ENTER G”; G
INPUT "ENTER N"; N
INPUT "ENTER PUMP"; PUMP 
INPUT "ENTER GA";GA 
INPUT "ENTER L";L 
INPUT "ENTER JTOP";JTOP 
INPUT "ENTER KTOP"; KTOP 
INPUT "ENTER WINDOW1'; WIND 
INPUT "ENTER PRINT INCREMENT"; PI
DIM P(2000) AS EXT
DIM PA(2000) AS EXT
DIM PC(2000) AS EXT
DIM PAOLD(2000) AS EXT
DIM PCOLD(2000) AS EXT
DIM POLD(2000) AS EXT
REM G IS 2*RABI SQUARED OVER GAMMA 
PAOLD(0)=0
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PCOLD(0)=1
POLD(0)=1
C-l
T=0
50 INPUT "ENTER Z, ENTER 2 TO QUIT";Z
IF Z=2 THEN 
GOTO 300 
END IF
INPUT "ENTER d";d 
INPUT "ENTER L";L 
KOLD=1
FOR K=1 to KTOP
T=T+d
NOLD=NTOT
NTOT=0
Q0=G*(PAOLD(0))
IF T>2/GA THEN 
END IF
IF T>2/GA+WIND THEN 
END IF
IF T>2/GA+Z*WIND THEN 
GOTO 250
END IF
PA(0)=PAOLD(0)+d*(-GA*PAOLD(0)-Q0-(l-C)*(N-l)*Q0+PUMP*(PCOLD(0))+L*(l-
C)*POLD(1))
PC(0)=PCOLD(0)+d*(GA*PAOLD(0)-C*(N-l)*Q0-PUMP*(PCOLD(0))+L*C*POLD(l))
IF PA(0)<0 THEN
PA(0)=PAOLD(0)*4/5
END IF
IF PC(0)<0 THEN
PC(0)=PCOLD(0)*4/5
END IF
P(0)=PA(0)+PC(0)
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SUM=P(O)
FORJ=1 TOJTOP
Q=G*(J+1)*(PAOLD(J))
R=G*J*(PAOLD(J-1))
PA(J)=PAOLD(J)+d*(-GA*PAOLD(J)-Q-(l-C)*(N-l)*(Q-R)+PUMP*(PCOLD(J))
L*J*(1-C)*POLD(J)+L*(1-C)*(J+1)*POLD(J+1))
PC(J)=PCOLD(J)+d*(GA*PAOLD(J)+R-C*(N-l)*(Q-R)-PUMP*(PCOLD(J))-
L*J*C*POLD(J)+L*(J+1)*C*POLD(J+1))
IF PA(J)<0 THEN
PA(J)=PAOLD(J)*4/5
END IF
IF PC(J)<0 THEN
PC(J)=PCOLD(J)*4/5
END IF
P(J)=PA(J)+PC(J)
SUM=SUM+P(J)
NTOT=NTOT+J*P(J)
NEXT J
JTOP=INT(5* NTOT)+100
C=0
FORM=0 TOJTOP
PC(M)=PC(M)/SUM
PA(M)=PA(M)/SUM
P(M)=P(M)/SUM
PAOLD(M)=PA(M)
PCOLD(M)=PC(M)
POLD(M)=P(M)
C=C+PC(M)
NEXTM
IF K=KOLD THEN 
PRINT NTOT,L,P(0)
PRINT #1, T, NTOT, SUM, P(0)
KOLD=K+PI
END IF
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NEXTK
250 FOR M=0 TO JTOP 
PRINT #2, P(M), PA(M) 
NEXTM
PRINT "SEPARATOR" 
GOTO 50
300 PRINT "DONE"
360 END
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